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Journal scope

Stages in manuscript processing

We consider manuscripts in all theoretical and
applied fields of tropical biology, with a preference
to in-depth studies of general interest based on significant samples, a solid experimental design and
a modern quantitative analysis. We do not publish
studies that only add details or cases to previously
known phenomena, preliminary studies, communications, species lists, notes or other short articles, or
highly specialized reports of limited interest.

Manuscripts that follow our scope and format
indications are sent to three external reviewers who
make recommendations to improve them or qualify
them as unacceptable. The second draft is corrected
by our staff and returned with instructions to prepare
the final version for the printer. The Editorial Board
has the final word on acceptance.

Format and page charges

When authors submit a manuscript they share
printed and electronic reproduction rights to the
Journal and accept to comply with all Journal
norms regarding procedure, format and other
pertinent aspects.

Text must be clear, brief and without repetitions
according to CSE norms (www.cbe.org). Use International System (SI) units and abbreviations (m, km,
kg, ml, s; details in www.bipm.fr/en/si/).
Page charges: There is no compulsory page fee
for the first ten printed pages. Additional pages will
be charged $50 each. A document that corresponds
to the maximum length published free of charge
typically has about 5 000 words, two figures and
two small tables.

Tables
Avoid very small or very large tables (half a
page is usually a good size). Table headings must
be brief. Do not use bold font, words completely
spelled in upper case or separation lines. All symbols
and abbreviations must appear as footnotes.

Figures
Send photographs and other images inserted in
the document; resolution 300-600 DPI, 14 cm wide.
Labels: Helvetica 10 points.

References
Present the list of references and citations within the text in APA 6th Edition format. We recommend
freeware: zotero.org and mendeley.com

Legal requirements

Ethical requirements
When authors submit a manuscript they
accept to follow the Helsinki Ethical Norms (www.
onlineethics.org); that all coauthors participated in
the main aspects of research and agree to publication; and that the study is scientifically valid; has not
been published before, and was not sent simultaneously to another journal.

Submission
Follow all format details from a recent issue or
check examples in biologiatropical.ucr.ac.cr
All text and figures must be included within
a single DOC, DOCX or RTF file; a scanned letter
signed by all coauthors stating: a- that the document
is original and all coauthors agree with its publication; b- that you meet our ethical requirements, cthe importance of your study to tropical biology and
conservation, d- that you aggree to pay excess page
fee charges if required, and e- names and e-mail
addresses of three possible reviewers. Submit via
revistas.ucr.ac.cr/index.php/rbt. Contact us if you
do not hear from us in five days.

Detailed guide in www.biologiatropical.ucr.ac.cr/
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